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Introduction
• Climate variability is both an important environmental subject and a
significant political issue.
• The global mean surface air temperature have increased
significantly in the past decades (Jones et al., 1999; Pachauri et al.,
2014). However, the magnitudes differ amoung regions.
• Similarly, researchers found significant changes in precipitation that
differ amoung regions.
• However, increasing or decreasing temperature or precipitation
trends are not necessarily associated with the corresponding trends
of high flows.
• Consequently, no uniform pattern has been found for (flood)
discharge series around the globe (e.g.Robson et al. 1998; Douglas
et al. 2000; Zhang et al. 2001; Kundzewicz et al. 2005; Bezak et al.,
2014)
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Extreme flood events in Slovenia
• As a consequance extreme events in Slovenia have
been more frequent over the last decades (Kobold et al.,
2012).
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Example of deviations in discharges
• As an example of discharge changes Litija station on the
Sava river is presented.
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Trends in high discharges in Slovenia
• These are the facts that influence also on the accuracy
of the estimated design discharges.
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Flood frequency analyses
• We also investigated the influence of climate change on
design discharges.
• FFA were performed for different 30-years periods using
the AM discharge data sets and POT samples.
• Different distributions were used and parameters were
estimated using the method of moments and the method
of L-moments.
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Flood frequency analyses
Example of the Litija station
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New approaches
• These were the results of traditional FFA based on the
assumption of stationarity; which may be questioned.
• According to the presented results, it is obvious that new
approches are needed considering climate change impact.
• One of them is to implement time trend into the parameters of
the probability distribution functions.
• The problem with time varying distribution parameters is that it
is difficult to justify why they would continue to change in the
future exactly in the same way they did in the past.
• As an alternative, models have been developed that correlate
the distribution parameters to other variables such as land
use or climatological variables (e.g. ENSO)
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Conclusions
• The influence of climate change on the design discharge
should be considered, but how?
• Predicting the design flood for the life span of the structure
in the future using time dependant non-stationary models
needs to be considered with care, since it is possible that
changes in the future will not be exactly the same as those
in the past.
• The advantage of the non-stationary model with annual
precipitation as a covariate is that it avoids direct temporal
extrapolation. To use this model for design purposes,
reliable scenarios of future precipitation are needed.
• We can conclude that improvements of FFA techniques
regarding non-stationarity are still the goal for hydrologists
in the near future.
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Thank you for your attention!
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